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TOPIC

1
Topic Essential Questions?

Vocabulary Review
Draw lines to connect each vocabulary word with its definition.

Vocabulary Word Definition

1. cube root a number that cannot be written in the form ab, where 
a and b are integers and b ≠ 0

2. irrational number
a way to express a number as the product of two 
factors, one greater than or equal to 1 and less than 
10, and the other a power of 10

3. Product of Powers 
Property 

a number that when multiplied by itself equals the 
original number

4. perfect cube the cube of an integer

5. perfect square a number whose cube equals the original number

6. Power of Powers Property 
To multiply two powers with the same base, keep the 
common base and add the exponents.

7. Powers of Products 
Property 

To multiply two powers with the same exponent 
and different bases, multiply the bases and keep the 
exponent.

8. scientific notation a number that is the square of an integer

9. square root
When you have an exponent raised to a power, keep 
the base and multiply the exponents.

Use Vocabulary in Writing
Use vocabulary words to explain how to find the length of each side of a  
square garden with an area of 196 square inches.

What are real numbers? How are real numbers used to solve problems?
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LESSON 1-1 Rational Numbers as Decimals

Quick Review

You can write repeating decimals in fraction 
form by writing two equations. You multiply 
each side of one equation by a power of 10. 
Then you subtract the equations to eliminate 
the repeating decimal.

Example

Write 1.0505… as a mixed number.

x = 1.05

100 # x = 100 # 1.05

100x = 105.05

100x - x = 105.05 - 1.05

99x = 104

x = 104
99  or 1 5

99

Practice

Write each number as a fraction or a mixed 
number.

1. 0.7

2. 0.04

3. 4.45

4. 2.191919…

Quick Review 

An irrational number is a number that cannot 
be written in the form ab, where a and b are 
integers and b 3 0. Rational and irrational 
numbers together make up the real number 
system.

Example

Classify −!50 as rational or irrational.

The number - 250 is irrational because 50 is not 
the square of any integer.

Practice

1. Determine which numbers are irrational. Select 
all that apply.

 236

 223

 -4.232323...

 0.151551555…

 0.35

 p

2. Classify -0.25 as rational or irrational. Explain.

Concepts and Skills Review

LESSON 1-2 Understand Irrational Numbers
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LESSON 1-3 Compare and Order Real Numbers

LESSON 1-4 Evaluate Square Roots and Cube Roots

Quick Review 

To compare and order real numbers, it helps 
to first write each number in decimal form. 

Example

Compare and order the following numbers. 
Locate each number on a number line.

7.8, 74
5, !56

Write each number in decimal form.

7.8 = 7.8888...

74
5 = 7.8256 ≈ 7.5

87.97.87.77.67.57.47 7.1 7.2 7.3

7.874
5√—56

So, 256 6 74
5 6 7.8.

Practice

1. Between which two whole numbers does 289 lie? 289 is between  and .

2. Compare and order the following numbers. 
Locate each number on a number line. 
2.3, 28, 2.5, 21

4

Quick Review 

Remember that a perfect square is the square 
of an integer. A square root of a number is 
a number that when multiplied by itself is 
equal to the original number. Similarly, a 
perfect cube is the cube of an integer. A cube 
root of a number is a number that when 
cubed is equal to the original number.

Example

A monument has a cube shape with a volume 
of 729 cubic meters. What is the length of 
each edge of the monument?23 729 = 23 9 # 9 # 9

= 23 93

= 9

So, the length of each edge is 9 meters.

Practice

Classify each number as a perfect square, a 
perfect cube, both, or neither.

1. 27

2. 100

3. 64

4. 24

5. A gift box is a cube with a volume of  
512 cubic inches. What is the length 
of each edge of the box?
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LESSON 1-5

Quick Review

You can use square roots to solve equations 
involving squares. You can use cube roots to 
solve equations involving cubes. Equations 
with square roots often have two solutions. 
Look at the context to see whether both 
solutions are valid.

Example

Mattie wants to build a square deck to make 
a kiddie play area of 144 square feet. What 
will be the length of each side of the deck?

Use the formula A = s2 to find each side length.

 144 = s2

 2144 = 2s2

 { 12 = s

Length cannot be negative, so the length of each 
side of the deck will be 12 feet.

Practice

Solve for x.

1. x3 = 64

2. x2 = 49

3. x3 = 25

4. x2 = 125

5. A container has a cube shape. It has a volume 
of 216 cubic inches. What are the dimensions 
of one face of the container?

Quick Review 

These properties can help you write 
equivalent expressions that contain 
exponents.

Product of Powers Property

am # an = am+n

Power of Powers Property

(am)n = amn

Power of Products Property 

an # bn = (a # b)n

Quotient of Powers Property

am , an = am-n, when a ≠ 0

Example

Write an equivalent expression for (43)2.

 (43)2 = (43)(43)

= (4 # 4 # 4)(4 # 4 # 4)

= 46

Practice

Use the properties of exponents to write 
an equivalent expression for each given 
expression.

1. 64 # 63

2. (36)-2

3. 73 # 23

4. 410 , 44

LESSON 1-6 Use Properties of Integer Exponents

Solve Equations Using Square Roots and Cube Roots
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LESSON 1-7 More Properties of Integer Exponents

LESSON 1-8 Use Powers of 10 to Estimate Quantities

Quick Review 

The Zero Exponent Property states that any 
nonzero number raised to the power of 0 is 
equal to 1. The Negative Exponent Property 
states that for any nonzero rational number a 
and integer n, a−n = 1

an.

Example

Evaluate the expression for x = 2 and y = 4.

 2
y-2 + 5x0 = 2

(4)-2 + 5(2)0

 = 2(42)
1 + 5(1)

 = 2(16) + 5(1)

 = 32 + 5

 = 37

Practice

Write each expression using positive 
exponents.

1. 9-4

2. 1
3-5

Evaluate each expression for x = 2 and y = 5.

3. -4x-2 + 3y0

4. 2x0y-2

Quick Review 

You can estimate very large and very small 
quantities by writing the number as a single 
digit times a power of 10.

Example

Keisha is about 1,823,933 minutes old. Write 
this age as a single digit times a power of 10.

First round to the greatest place value. 
1,823,933 is about 2,000,000.

Write the rounded number as a single digit times a 
power of 10.

2,000,000 = 2 × 106

 6 5 4 3 2 1

Keisha is about 2 × 106 minutes old.

Practice

1. In the year 2013 the population of California 
was about 38,332,521 people. Write the 
estimated population as a single digit times a 
power of 10.

2. The wavelength of green light is about 
0.00000051 meter. What is this estimated 
wavelength as a single digit times a power 
of 10?

3. The land area of Connecticut is about 
12,549,000,000 square meters. The land area 
of Rhode Island is about 2,707,000,000 square 
meters. How many times greater is the land 
area of Connecticut than the land area of 
Rhode Island?
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LESSON 1-9 Understand Scientific Notation

Quick Review

A number in scientific notation is written as 
a product of two factors, one greater than or 
equal to 1 and less than 10, and the other a 
power of 10.

Example

Write 65,700,000 in scientific notation.

First, place the decimal point to the right of the 
first nonzero digit.

Then, count the number of digits to the right of 
the decimal point to determine the power of 10.

65,700,000 in scientific notation is 6.57 × 107.

Practice

1. Write 803,000,000 in scientific notation. 

2. Write 0.0000000068 in scientific notation. 

3. Write 1.359 × 105 in standard form. 

4. The radius of a hydrogen atom is 
0.000000000025 meter. How would you 
express this radius in scientific notation?

Quick Review 

When multiplying and dividing numbers in 
scientific notation, multiply or divide the first 
factors. Then multiply or divide the powers 
of 10. When adding and subtracting numbers 
in scientific notation, first write the numbers 
with the same power of 10. Then add or 
subtract the first factors, and keep the same 
power of 10.

If the decimal part of the result is not greater 
than or equal to 1 and less than 10, move the 
decimal point and adjust the exponent.

Example

Multiply (4.2 × 105) × (2.5 × 103).

(4.2 × 105) × (2.5 × 103)

= (4.2 × 2.5) × (105 × 103)

= 10.5 × 108

= 1.05 × 109

Practice

Perform each operation. Express your 
answers in scientific notation.

1. (2.8 × 104) × (4 × 105)

2. (6 × 109) , (2.4 × 103)

3. (4.1 × 104) + (5.6 × 106)

4. The population of Town A is 1.26 × 105 
people. The population of Town B is 2.8 × 104 
people. How many times greater is the 
population of Town A than the population of 
Town B?

LESSON 1-10 Operations with Numbers in Scientific Notation
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